


 

BOOKER, SWITCH, DEE AND DERCK - THE STREET TOUGHS 

Dee is a female.  Booker is enormous. Derck is the leader.  
Switch is vascular and a crazy. 

EXT: MYLES NEIGHBORHOOD - DAY 

A very cool pair of sunglasses (Bane's glasses) land near a 
gang of street toughs.  There are three males and a female.  
One member of the group is much larger than Bane. 

BOOKER 
What the hell is that? 

SWITCH 
Someone threw their shades out a 
window. 

DERCK 
Not their shades...my shades. 

Derck rips them from Switch's Hand. We see Bane exiting the 
house nearby.  Bane sees the thug wearing his glasses and 
heads over to collect them.  As he walks over he steps on a 
toy Tonka dump truck, crushing it in his path.  He 
approaches the gang.  As he heads toward them they begin to 
taunt him. 

DERCK 
Well if it isn't Ichabod Crane.  
Where's your pumpkin head Pops? 

DEE 
Is that your nose or are you 
eating a banana? 

SIMON BANE 
My glasses... 

BOOKER 
(laughs) 

There's all kinds of crazy in the 
world. 

 

 



 DERCK 
This clown's a couple of midgets 
short of a circus.  Beat it 
grandpa. 

SIMON BANE 
You clearly misunderstood...now 
then, my glasses. 

DERCK 
You know Bozo, it's a shame 
stupidity isn't painful. 

SIMON BANE 
(grins) 

Ah, but it is... 

Bane steps forward and like the stroke of an artists brush, 
effortlessly lands a hard straight punch into the center of 
Derck's body.  Derck is sent flying through the air.  

DEE 
Well don't just stand there you 
stupid ape!  Do something!! 

BOOKER 
Say goodnight grandpa... 

Booker swings his giant fist and arm to strike Bane's blind 
side.  Bane's enhanced hearing warns him that Booker is 
attacking from behind.  His lightning fast alien reflexes 
twitch to action.  Bane shoulder throws Switch directly 
into Booker's punch. Switch gets clocked and is out for the 
count. 

Booker swings wildly.  Strikes that are easily avoided.  
Bane gets behind Booker.  Again Booker is confused, until 
Bane grabs Booker by the head and launches him into a 
wrestling style throw.  Booker is humorously flying through 
the air screaming.  Booker's head hits a fire hydrant that 
rings like a bell and then shoots water into the sky.  Bane 
turns and looks at Dee. 

 

 

DEE 
What...what...what are you? 

SIMON BANE 
Modestly Arrogant. 
Good day Miss. 




